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(Revision C, 1/2006)

Magnetic Pickups (MPUs)
for Sensing Prime Mover Speed
Function
To control the speed of a prime mover,
speed controls compare actual speed to
desired, or set, speed. The speed
sensor most often used to detect prime
mover speed is the magnetic pickup
(MPU).
When a magnetic material (usually a
gear tooth driven by the prime mover) passes through the magnetic field at the end
of the magnetic pickup, a voltage is developed. The frequency of this voltage is
translated by the speed control into a signal which accurately depicts the speed of
the prime mover.



Produces
electrical
frequency

Installation



Easily installed on
engine

The MPU is usually mounted radially to the gear, either through the housing or on a
rigid bracket. If the MPU must be mounted off the face of the gear, be sure to check
for gear end play in addition to gear runout.



Requires no
energizing circuit
from control



Used with all
electronic controls



Available for
hazardous location
installation

Types of MPUs
Magnetic pickups are available in different lengths and mounting thread sizes. Those
commonly used with Woodward controls are listed on the next page.
The standard MPU requires a mating connector which is not included with the basic
pickup. Be sure to order the complete assembly which includes the connector
assembly and the MPU. Unless a standard pickup is ordered as a replacement, the
complete assembly should be ordered to ensure that the connector will be available.

Setting the Gap
The gap between the end of the MPU and the gear tooth is set at 0.25 to 1.02 mm
(0.010 to 0.040 inch) at the closest point. The MPU will be damaged if it touches the
moving gear. A properly installed MPU will provide as much as 50 Vac (rms); most
Woodward controls require a minimum of 1.5 Vac at the lowest speed. Voltage
decreases as the MPU is moved farther from the gear. If the gap between the pickup
and the gear cannot be measured directly, it can be determined by counting the
number of turns the pickup is backed away from the gear. One full turn
counterclockwise will move the MPU out 0.0555 inch (1.5 mm for the metric model).

More information in technical manual 82510.
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For more information contact:
PO Box 1519, Fort Collins CO, USA 80522-1519
1000 East Drake Road, Fort Collins CO 80525
Tel.: +1 (970) 482-5811  Fax: +1 (970) 498-3058
www.woodward.com
Distributors & Service
Woodward has an international network of distributors and service facilities.
For your nearest representative, call the Fort Collins plant or see the
Worldwide Directory on our website.
This document is distributed for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as
creating or becoming part of any Woodward contractual or warranty obligation unless
expressly stated in a written sales contract.
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